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It is now assumed that nucleic acids constitute one of the major ' «
targets of the deleterious effects (cell inactivation, mutation) of
cosmic radiation and particularly of charged heavy particles (Z > 2)
having a TEL higher than 50 keV/um. This may be inferred from numerous

\ spatial experiments involving various biological materials. It is worth J
\ noting that relevant information on the importance of DNA in the
: biological effects of heavy ions was obtained from ground experiments ;
! by using accelerators of particles. In particular, the induction of '
' chromosomal aberrations, mutations and neoplastic transformations was ;
Î observed in various metabolically active cells from yeast and ;

;' mammalians [for recent reviews see Blakely, 1992; Kiefer, 1985, 1992; .!
j Kraft, 1987] ;j
^ When high-frequency electromagnetic radiation or very penetrating l

t.j
Î heavy charged particles interact with biological material, a great deal '/*.,

of energy is dissipated in the cell. This is expected to give rise to ' ~\
excited states and ionisation processes as well as the ejection of -^
secondary electrons [for recent reviews, see Horneck et al. 1989; Lett, ;,.•*

I 1990]. In addition, the interaction of ionizing radiation with free or £'|J6
' bound water molecules leads to the generation of reactive oxygen ffiyr

r_ species such as hydroxyl radicals. The radical reactions arising from
i' the direct and indirect effects of gamma radiation or X-rays (in fact a

better description of the mode of action of ionizing radiation should }' ,
be rationalyzed in terms of distinction between scavengeable and i *"-'"
non-scavengeable damage) lead to various chemical modifications, which, I

« . in the case of D N A model compounds, are, at least, partly known: single j
y , and double-strand DNA breaks, purine and pyrimidine base lesions, ! !

DNA-protein cross-links [Cadet & Berger, 1985; von Sonntag, 1987; f
Téoule, 1987; Teebor et al, 1988]. However, it should be noted that the
bulk of the modifications arising from exposure of cellular DNA to
sparsely ionising radiation remains, for the most part, unknown.

The information dealing with the molecular effects of cosmic i.*\
radiation on the DNA in biological systems is limited to a few . ^
observations, mostly related to the formation of single and double DNA ft

'• , '-r'' strand breaks. In addition, the use of high LET radiation provided by
,< • '' accelerators has allowed investigations of DNA damage at the cellular

level, in particular, DNA double-strand cleavages and chromatin breaks
' ' have been measured by using sensitive techniques in bacterial and
' ~-\ mammalian cells [for recent articles and reviews see Frankenberg et al.
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1990; Frankenberg-Schwager, 1990; Lett, 1992]. Induction of DNA double
strand breaks in cells has been found to be linear with dose at all ^ v J ,
investigated heavy ions. It should also be noted that the differences * j
in the chemistry associated with the increase in LET have been studied \ j
by using computer simulation [Holley & Chatterjee, 1991; Michalik, , i1

1992]. However, there is still a paucity of information regarding the • ' • !
mechanistic aspects of the formation of DNA double strand breakages and ,̂ ' i

•'* j the induction cf other major damage such as base damage that remains •• •' '
completely unknown. It has been proposed that accelerated heavy ions ' '
should significantly contribute to the generation of locally multiple
damage sites (LDMS) [Ward, 1991] which may represent sugar lesions
and/or base damage located in a close vicinity. Efforts have to be made i
to isolate and characterize such damage whose formation is likely to be

. explained by the formation of relatively high density of DNA radicals
(or related excited species) along the track of heavy ions. The high '
concentration of DNA radicals induced by heavy particles may lead to %
radical recombination, producing dimeric lesions. This could, at least,
partly explain the lack or significant oxygen effect in the biological

JN^.. action of high LET radiation. Recent model studies involving ESR
investigations [Hiïttermann et al, 1992] and final product analysis j

I [Swarts et al. 1992] have emphasized the major role played by water
hydration in the radiation-induced chemical reactions within isolated i
DNA (deprotonation of guanine radical cation, charge transfer '

• '• processes, protonation of thymine radical anion . . . ) . These studies ',
] should be extended to the determination of the effects of heavy ions
:•• having different LET on DNA and related compounds. In this respect,
\ interesting information was recently inferred from ESR studies on ii
' purine and pyrimidine components after exposure to high LET radiation ' «

A [Schaller et al, 1993]. Work is in progress in our laboratory for '/',
1 determining the final diamagnetic decomposition products within . 'I

partially hydrated DNA upon exposure to various heavy ions, taking into ^
account the known chemical reactions of DNA base radical anions and . ̂
cations [Cadet, 1993; Kasai et al, 1992; Cadet & Vigny, 1992, Steenken; ïM
1989, von Sonntag, 1987]. jf»3»

To our best knowledge there is no available information regarding •*•, •
the search of modified purine and pyrimidine bases induced by cosmic {'
radiation or heavy charged particles within cellular DNA. This is *".*"•
likely to be explained by the lack, until very recently, of appropriate
methods for monitoring DNA base damage. The recent development of
sensitive assays including the high performance liquid
chromatographic-electrochemical technique (HPLC-EC) IJloyd et al, f
1986], the high performance liquid chromatography- P-postlabeling
method [Cadet et al, 1993; Mouret et al, 1990; Weinfeld and Soderlind,
1991, Weinfeld et al, 1993] and on-line mass spectrometry with either
gas chromatography [Dizdaroglu, 1993; Faure et al, 1993] or high TA-,.
performance liquid chromatography [Berger et al, 1992] should allow the j
search of several modified bases within cellular DNA upon exposure to P
either cosmic radiation or selected heavy ions. The
HPLC- P-postlabeling assay appears to be the most sensitive available
method since it allows the measurement of one targetted modified base ^p""
per, at least, 10 normal bases in a sample size of 1 pig of DNA. Two H»
base lesions including 5,6-dihydrothymine (which arises from the fate
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N -oxide, the specfic hydrogen peroxide oxidation product of the
adenine moiety of DNA may be searched in cellular DNA by using this
sensitive approach. Other interesting methods which, however, are less
specific have been recently developed [for a recent review, see Cadet
and Weinfeld, 1993]. These include a DNA repair-sensitive assay for
various classes of base damage [Epe et al, 1993] and a highly sensitive
immunochemical approach which allows the quantitative measurement of
DNA strand breaks by using a monoclonal antibody against
single-stranded DNA [van der Schans et al, 1989]. Promising approaches
are those which would allow the detection of DNA damage among
individual cells hit by sparsely ionizing radiation. In this respect,
we may note the recent advent of an in situ laser
cytometry-immunofluorescent assay for monitoring cyclobutadipyrimidines
[Lesko et al, 1989]. Extension of this assay to the measurement of
radiation-induced base damage would depend on the availability of
specific antibodies. Single-cell gel electrophoresis, another powerful
technique, has been successfully applied to the measurement of DNA
strand breaks in individual cells after exposure to ionizing radiation.
A better understanding of the mechanism of heavy ion-mediated
decomposition of DNA and the development of sensitive assays for the
measurement of DNA damage should be of utility for the assessment of
risks associated with cosmic radiation.
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